Sweet and Sour:
Growing Pains of a Rapidly
Expanding Salad Chain
A case study on Sweetgreen,
powered by Yogi

Yogi analyzed location reviews of 79 Sweetgreen locations
across 9 major cities in the US
18,013 individual reviews with an average length of 68 words.
The longest review was 946 words
Data was sourced from 2 of the most popular location-based
review sites

Reviews were posted between April 2009 to Jan 2020
Yogi took a total of 27 minutes to pull, read and process all the
data. That’s more than 667 reviews per minute or 11 per second
https://meetyogi.com/

Without any human intervention, Yogi’s deep learning algorithms
recognized 6 broad categories of conversation from 18k unique reviews
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Each node represents an individual user
review
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Each review is primarily identified as
most relevant to one of six topics of
conversation represented by a unique
color
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Contextual similarity between each
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The magenta cluster representing
Simple Feedback is significantly
interspersed among the yellow, blue
and orange clusters. For example, one
magenta node amidst the orange InStore Experience cluster exclaims:
“Awesome! They don't take cash though”
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Understanding the broad conversational categories gives us a sense of the
relative weights of customer interests and concerns
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• As might be expected by the healthy, fresh and local
offerings touted by Sweetgreen, their customer are
highly concerned about Ingredients/ Menu Options,
Food Preparation and Nutrition, Taste, Variety. Yogi
found that a combined 67% of reviews were focused on
those topics
• 5,023 customer reviews, or 28%, were primarily about
Customer Service or In-store Experience. We can use
this type of feedback to distinguish between well-trained
and poorly-operated locations
• Simple keyword analysis would indicate that most
reviews mention staff interactions. However, Yogi is able
to discern context and classify reviews as primarily
about a different topic, as in the example below:

Customer Service
18%

Food Preparation
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“I usually love sweetgreen, but staff is very
inconsistent… Today was especially disgusting as my
server dropped the tongs on the floor, picked them up,
and mixed my salad. She didn't even mix it well… Yuck.”

Total Customer Reviews: 18,013
https://meetyogi.com/

By leveraging sentiment analysis, we can identify that, broadly, customer
complaints are centered around In-Store Experience and Food Preparation
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*Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each review from a range of -1.0 to 1.0.
Its accuracy is on display when looking at how closely it tracks directionally with star ratings.
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Originating in DC with a focus on urban population centers, it’s no surprise
that the majority of Sweetgreen’s 79 stores are in the Northeast

https://meetyogi.com/

Drilling down to the city level, we see that the New York metro area stands
out for its poor reviews relative to other major cities
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Looking at reviews over time, we see that spikes in volume corresponds with higher
ratings, suggesting that positive experiences at new locations are tempered over time
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By comparing the tone of reviews from one location to the next, we can isolate the
poorest performers from a customer standpoint: for example, Sweetgreen #51
Review Sentiment Breakdown by Location
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Source: Yelp, Google Reviews, Yogi Analysis
*Yogi’s proprietary sentiment analysis algorithms scores overall tone of each review from a range of -1.0 to 1.0.
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Sweetgreen #51, located in NYC’s Upper East Side, has over 200 reviews – with
many complaints centered around In-store Experience and Food Preparation
Food Preparation
“Why wait until my salad is
almost done to tell me
you're out of ingredients.
“…I had gotten the pesto Other locations much better.
portebello…That pesto
This one needs help.”
portebello ended up
giving me food poisoning.
The entire work stations
look unclean...AVOID
THIS LOCATION AT ALL
COSTS!! So disappointed
at sweetgreen and will
never be ordering from
here again.”

In-store Experience
“There is something wrong with the culture of
this specific sweetgreen branch. Either the
values of the brand are not communicated
well to the employees or Midtown East crowd
just overwhelms them and causes them to
act unprofessionally. I suggest that you order
online and pick up your meal with minimum
interaction with the store.”
“They need to clean up this
location! Food all over the
ground and no one to clean up.”
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The findings in this case study are just the tip of the iceberg, leveraging Yogi can
rapidly lead to profound product and competitive insights for your team
• In the span of a couple hours, using only public data, Yogi has gleaned useful insight into one
of the most visible leaders in the fast-growing made-to-order salad phenomenon:
• Customers are generally happy with the menu offerings and customer service. Their
complaints center around food preparation (e.g. inconsistent portion sizing) or in-store
experience (e.g. no cash accepted)
• Sweetgreen’s national average rating of 3.9 out of 5 stars is being dragged down by low
performing New York locations. These 17 locations have almost as many neutral and
negative reviews as they do positive ones
• By comparing individual store performance against each other, Yogi can pinpoint the worst
performing locations and filter results for granular actionable insights – such as additional
food handling training for the E61st Street location
• Yogi can seamlessly dive deeper into the data to answer more questions like:
• How do customer expectations vary depending on the neighborhood’s demographics (e.g.
near a college campus vs. near the financial district)?
• How can location-based customer feedback be used in conjunction with Sweetgreen’s
mobile app usage data to better understand the end-to-end digital experience?
• Can location-based customer feedback be leveraged to help predict how quickly it takes a
new location to achieve run-rate revenue and volume target?
https://meetyogi.com/

Understand your customers, like never before
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in New York.

It provides feedback analytics solutions and business intelligence
dashboards to customer-focused businesses.

Our Mission
Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer experience by
better integrating the downstream stakeholders of products to the
upstream developers, marketers and executives through AI-assisted
data-driven decision making.

Want to see a Yogi dashboard with some
of your data? Book a demo.

hello@meetyogi.com
www.meetyogi.com

